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TUCKER ELLIS AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PODCAST HITS THE GAS
Tucker Ellis LLP is pleased to announce the launch of the firm’s first podcast, Driverless, a
groundbreaking program devoted to analyzing the legal issues surrounding autonomous vehicles (AV)
and other artificial intelligence technologies (AIT).
Driverless is the brainchild of the firm’s Autonomous Vehicles & Artificial Intelligence
Technologies Group, a team of Tucker Ellis attorneys of varied legal backgrounds who focus on
preparing clients for the autonomous revolution. Hosted by Zachary Adams, Driverless features
Jonathan Feczko, Tod Northman, and other members of the Tucker Ellis AV & AIT Group who share
their insights into the latest news in AV policy and regulation, legal liability, and business aspects on a
weekly basis. Driverless also spotlights industry and intellectual leaders in conversations specific to the
legal and technical challenges of automating vehicles and bringing them to market.
“Tucker Ellis’s overarching goal is to always provide a different and better experience to everyone we
encounter,” said Tucker Ellis Managing Partner Joe Morford. “Choosing AV and AIT for our first
podcast allows us to share our perspective on these transformative emerging issues to both our clients and
the general public.”
Driverless debuted on November 7. The podcast is available for download through on the iTunes store,
Soundcloud, and the Tucker Ellis website.
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